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Welcome to the UC San Diego Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Department. We are excited to share what’s new in ECE as we strive to 
develop and graduate “complete” engineers while producing world-class 
research. 

We are proud of our history providing an undergraduate curriculum that 
builds on strong theoretical fundamentals, and we are excited to 
complement this knowledge base with courses and programs with practical 
applications.  

This past summer we launched a Summer Research Internship Program 
(SRIP), which afforded our students an opportunity to join a faculty lab for the 
summer to participate in original engineering research.  As a result, 49 
undergrads and 40 master’s students had the opportunity to enrich their 
program of study through the experience of participating in research in 
many different areas of electrical and computer engineering. Students in the 
inaugural SRIP worked in labs dealing with robotic locomotion, augmented 
reality, robotic surgery, wireless charging, modeling brain circuits, as well as 
acoustic signal processing, to name a few of the research topics.  In addition 
to working with faculty in the lab, students took part in workshops on 
communication, technical writing and presentation skills.  Our ultimate goal 
for the internship program is to enhance our students’ success by helping 
them prepare for graduate school, obtain fellowships and industry 
internships, and, ultimately secure a job after graduation.  

Our curriculum continues to grow with new hands-on course offerings and several new courses on Software 
Systems.  With the addition of new courses and programs, we are creating a multi-faceted curriculum with 
threads that extend throughout the entire educational experience, beginning freshman year and continuing 
into advanced studies in engineering.

On the research front, we are eager to share our success in expanding activity in areas including network 
systems, communications systems, Internet of Things (IoT) and control theory with the addition of three new 
ladder-rank faculty with strong research programs that will continue our long history of innovative discovery.  
Within these pages we share some of the world-class research of our faculty and graduate students. We 
also welcome two teaching faculty to our ranks.  All of our new faculty are committed to creating a robust 
hands-on experience for our students. 

Looking ahead, we are optimistic that the groundbreaking research we conduct today and the 
enhancements to the curriculum we continually make will shape our students into the engineers of 
tomorrow – ready to take the world into new discoveries we have not yet even imagined. Taken together, 
ongoing innovation in research and education will solidify ECE’s reputation and status as one of the best and 
most forward-thinking departments of electrical and computer engineering in the nation, even the world.
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT
RESEARCH EXPENDITURES

DINESH BHARADIA
Dinesh Bharadia joined the ECE faculty in 2017 as an Assistant Professor. He was a postdoctoral researcher at MIT 
after completing his Ph.D. at Stanford University in 2016. Earlier he completed his undergraduate degree at the 
Indian Institute of Technology-Kanpur in 2010. 

Bharadia’s research interests include the theory and design of modern wireless communication systems, wireless 
imaging, sensor networks and data-center networks. For his doctoral dissertation, he built a prototype radio that 
invalidated a long-held assumption in wireless – i.e., that radios cannot transmit and receive at the same time on 
the same frequency. While still in graduate school at Stanford, the electrical engineer was Principal Scientist at 
Kumu Networks, where he worked to commercialize his research on full-duplex radios. The new technology 
underwent successful field trials at Tier 1 international network providers, including Deutsche Telekom and SK 
Telecom, and the product is currently in deployment.  Bharadia’s research has been published at top conferences 
including SIGCOMM, NSDI and MobiCom, and his papers have been cited over 2,000 times.

In recognition of his full-duplex radio work, Bharadia was named a Marconi Young Scholar for outstanding 
wireless research. Other technologies developed by Bharadia include: a system for indoor navigation using 
standard Wi-Fi; wireless virtual-reality headsets; a human motion-tracking system using wireless signals; and 
battery-less ECG wireless sensors.  

Bharadia is a past recipient of the Michael Dukakis Leadership Award. In 2016, the MIT Technology Review named Bharadia one of its “Top 35 Innovators 
under 35,” and he is also a past recipient of the Sarah and Thomas Kailath Stanford Graduate Fellowship.

XINYU ZHANG
Prior to joining the UC San Diego faculty in July 2017, Xinyu Zhang was an Assistant Professor of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He obtained a Ph.D. degree in Computer Science 
and Engineering from the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor in 2012. 

Professor Zhang is a leader in millimeter-wave wireless networking--the cornerstone technology in 5G mobile 
broadband. He also developed the first 60 GHz millimeter-wave software radio, which put his lab in a leading 
position to design and evaluate potential 5G wireless protocols. Going forward, Zhang's research is focusing on 
two fundamental areas that underpin the Internet of Things (IoT): wireless systems, and ubiquitous computing. 

In the area of wireless systems and networking, Zhang's team has designed radical wireless architectures to 
realize wire-speed connectivity anywhere, anytime. One such architecture, called scalable distributed MIMO, can 
break the interference barrier and allow network capacity to scale as the next billion IoT devices join the wireless 
cloud. Zhang’s group also introduced physical-layer informed mobile applications--replacing conventional 
trial-and-error network protocols with an explicit inference of network status. This principle can bridge the gap 
between high theoretical capacity and poor end-user experience that has plagued multiple generations of 
wireless systems.

In the area of mobile and ubiquitous computing, Zhang designs and implements systems that augment commodity wireless devices and plain objects 
with ambient intelligence. This so-called “computational wireless sensing” effectively repurposes mobile communication devices as sensors, and designs 
computational algorithms to overcome their limited power, form factor, frequency resolution and sparse deployment. These mechanisms can remotely 
and continuously track human/object activities with near-vision accuracy, paving the way for sci-fi-quality applications such as virtual keyboards, 
decoding sound signals through walls, and 3D orientation sensing of objects without batteries. 

TENURE-TRACK FACULTY

A S S I S T A N T  P R O F E S S O R

BEHROUZ TOURI
Behrouz Touri joined the ECE faculty in 2017 after three years as an Assistant Professor with the Electrical, 
Computer and Energy Engineering Department at the University of Colorado Boulder. Touri is interested in the 
theoretical aspects of complex networked systems such as social networks, multi-agent and robotic networks, as 
well as electrical power networks. He is particularly interested in applied probability theory, dynamics over 
random networks, distributed computation and optimization (a rapidly growing field in systems and controls that 
is fundamentally important in the study of fully distributed and autonomous systems such as robot swarms), as 
well as game theory and population dynamics. Among the latter, Touri studies language evolution, formation and 
learning. “In addition to learning how modern languages might have come into existence,” observes Touri, “it 
provides insights into how we can reach deep autonomy in robotic networks and artificial intelligence.”

Professor Touri received a Young Investigator Award in 2016 from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research for his 
work on a structural approach to distributed optimization. In 2012, German publishing company Springer 
published Touri’s Ph.D. thesis on the “Product of Random Stochastic Matrices and Distributed Averaging” in its 
Springer Theses book series. He was also named an outstanding reviewer for the journal IEEE Transactions on 
Automatic Control (the leading publication in the field of control theory) in 2014.

In addition to his research and teaching, Touri has a deep interest in engineering education, including modern 
techniques for effective teaching. He is also looking for motivated graduate students to join his group, particularly those who are enthusiastic about 
applied mathematics. Touri received his Ph.D. in Industrial Engineering from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2011.
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TODD HYLTON
Todd Hylton joined the ECE faculty as a Professor of Practice in 2016, when he also became Executive Director of UC San Diego's 
newly-created Contextual Robotics Institute. His research interests include machine learning algorithms and natural intelligence, and he 
earned his Ph.D. in Applied Physics from Stanford University in 1991.

Prior to joining ECE, Hylton served as executive vice president of strategy and research at the Brain Corporation, a San Diego-based 
robotics startup. Starting in 2012, he managed a team of scientists and engineers that created the first version of BrainOS, a software 
framework that allows the creation of robotic systems that adapt to their environments and learn from humans. The software was tested 
on a low-power, embedded computing platform developed by the company and based on Qualcomm’s Snapdragon processor. Hylton also 
led a team that worked on developing a new class of machine- learning algorithms for robots to learn online and without supervision, and 
to grasp the concept of time and anticipate how their surrounding environment can change.

Before Brain Corp., Hylton was a program manager at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), where he launched a 
series of high-profile projects, including DARPA’s multi-million-dollar SyNAPSE program in 2007. The program developed a neuromorphic 
chip whose architecture was inspired by the brain. Developed by IBM with DARPA funding, the True North chip had the same computing 
capacity as a supercomputer while consuming dramatically less power — just 70 milliwatts, the equivalent of what it takes to run a hearing 
aid. Also at DARPA, Hylton managed the Nano Air Vehicle program, which funded Aerovironment’s development of the ‘hummingbird’ 

drone (featured on the cover of Time magazine in 2011). 

With his track record as an inventor and entrepreneur, Hylton holds 19 patents. In the early 2000s, he co-founded 4Wave, a startup specializing in semiconductor equipment based on a 
new method for depositing nanometer-thin film onto surfaces – a process called “biased target ion beam deposition.” 

PROFESSORS OF PRACTICE

P R O F E S S O R  O F  P R A C T I C E

DAVID WHELAN
David Whelan joined the ECE faculty as a Professor of Practice, e�ective July 2017. He is a member of the U.S. National Academy of 
Engineering (since 2007), a Fellow of the American Physical Society, a Senior Member of IEEE, and Fellow of AIAA.  He has written 
extensively on electromagnetic radiation, laser plasma phenomena and defense systems. Whelan holds more than 35 patents on 
navigation systems, radar systems, antenna, low-observable technology and other inventions. 

A UC San Diego alumnus, Whelan earned his B.S. in Physics in 1977. He went on to get his M.S. and Ph.D., both in Physics, from UCLA 
in 1978 and 1983, respectively. He started his career as a physicist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, then worked as 
Laboratory Chief Scientist in Hughes Aircraft Company’s Radar Systems Group from 1988 to 1994. 

After Hughes, Whelan joined the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), where he worked for six years as a director of 
three programs, including the Strategic Technology O�ce. When he left DARPA in 2001, Whelan began a nearly 16-year career at Boeing 
Defense, Space & Security, ultimately as its Vice President and Chief Technologist. He stepped down in early 2017.

He currently serves on the board of the National Research Council (NRC) Division of Engineering and Physical Sciences, and Whelan 
also sits on the Pentagon’s Defense Science Board. In the private sector, he is on the Board of Directors at AOSense, and recently 

stepped down as a member of two Technology Advisory Committee boards: one at HRL Laboratories, LLC, the other at British oil giant BP. (As a non-executive director, Whelan advised 
BP executive leadership for seven years on technology and technology strategy.)   

Whelan is also a past member of various governmental and non-governmental boards, including 10 years as Vice Chairman of the NRC’s Naval Studies Board. Among his honors, 
Whelan received the Secretary of Defense Medal for Outstanding Civil Service (2001) and Outstanding Public Service (1998). 

P R O F E S S O R  O F  P R A C T I C E

P R O F E S S O R  O F  P R A C T I C ENAMBI SESHADRI

N E W FA C U LT Y

N E W S E C T I O N

SAHARNAZ BAGHDADCHI
UC San Diego ECE alumna Saharnaz Baghdadchi (Ph.D. ‘16) joins the department faculty, e�ective October 2017. She completed her 
doctorate in Electrical Engineering-Photonics while working extensively as a teaching assistant for ECE courses, among them Digital 
Circuits, Analog IC Design, Lasers and Optics, and Advanced BioPhotonicss. Baghdadchi also received a Graduate Teaching Scholarship in 
2015 and was selected to participate in a college teaching workshop series. 

Baghdadchi is particularly interested in active-learning techniques to help students achieve expert-level thinking skills, particularly to solve 
complex engineering challenges. In the summer of 2016, Baghdadchi designed and implemented a Teaching-as-Research project to study 
guided pre-reading and post-lecture assignments, together with peer instruction and their impact on students’ ability to learn concepts 
such as Fourier Transform, sampling, and discrete-time filtering. In the study, students attending her active learning-based course and their 
peers in a standard lecture-based course were asked to answer similar questions on their midterm and final exams. In addition, 
Baghdadchi designed two individual surveys in collaboration with the Center for Engaged Teaching at UC San Diego. The study concluded 
that active- learning techniques helped students do substantially better than their peers in lecture-based classes. 

Professor Baghdadchi hopes to help ECE redesign some of the department’s undergraduate labs to expand discovery- and problem-based 
instruction to stimulate students’ conceptual understanding of classroom material. She will also be involved in developing hands-on 
educational outreach programs for K-12 students and their teachers. 

In 2016 Baghdadchi was the founding president of the first student organization for graduate women in ECE (WeCe). Its goal: to provide social support and professional development programs for female 
grad students and postdocs in the department. While still in graduate school, Baghdadchi also received NSF I-Corps Phase I and II awards to support development of a deep-tissue imaging device.  

TEACHING FACULTY

A S S I S T A N T  T E A C H I N G  P R O F E S S O R

A S S O C I A T E  T E A C H I N G  P R O F E S S O RCURT SCHURGERS
Nambi Seshadri joined the ECE faculty in July 2017 as a Professor of 
Practice. He is a member of the U.S. National Academy of 
Engineering and a Fellow of the IEEE. He is also a Foreign Member 
of the Indian National Academy of Engineering, and holds 
approximately 200 patents. Seshadri also sits on the Irvine 
Committee of startup incubator, EvoNexus. He is also a Consulting 
CTO to Quantenna Communications, based in Fremont, CA.

Seshadri spent most of his business career at Broadcom, which he 
joined in 1999 as the first employee dedicated to developing the 
company’s wireless strategy. As VP and CTO of the Mobile Platforms 
and Wireless Connectivity business groups, he helped drive 
Broadcom’s entry into 2G, 3G and 4G cellular, mobile multimedia, 
low power Wi-Fi for handsets, combo chips that integrate multiple 
wireless connectivity technologies, GPS, as well as development of 
a strong intellectual property portfolio for the Irvine-based 
company. From 2011 to 2014, Seshadri also served as Senior VP and 

General Manager of Mobile Platforms Solutions – a business unit 
responsible for developing and marketing cellular baseband, RF 
and power management products as well as complete smartphone 
handset reference platforms. From 2014 until his departure from 
Broadcom in late 2016, he served as Senior VP and CTO of the 
company’s Broadband and Connectivity group. 

Prior to joining Broadcom, Seshadri worked for more than 13 years 
at AT&T Bell Laboratories as a Member of Technical Sta� and as 
Head of Communications Research at AT&T Shannon Labs. His 
research focused on developing techniques for reliable 
transmission of data, speech and audio for mobile communications. 

Seshadri earned his Ph.D. in Computer and Systems Engineering 
from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1986. He completed his 
undergraduate degree in 1982 in what is today called the National 
Institute of Technology, Tiruchirapalli, in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. 

Curt Schurgers became an Associate Teaching Professor in the ECE 
department in July 2017.  He originally joined the ECE faculty at UC San 
Diego in 2003 as an Assistant Professor. Eight years later he joined 
Calit2’s Qualcomm Institute (QI) at UC San Diego as a researcher and 
development engineer. His background ranged widely from electronic 
circuits as an undergraduate in Belgium, to wireless communications 
and networking as a graduate student in Electrical Engineering at 
UCLA (where he completed his Ph.D. in 2002) and a postdoc at MIT. At 
UC San Diego, Schurgers’ work continued to evolve more recently to 
include underwater systems and robotics.

Schurgers has taught a wide variety of courses, covering topics from 
embedded systems and basic circuits to networking, 
communications and hardware design, while also supervising 
students’ design projects and hands-on experimentation. He 
relished a return to full-time teaching. “Teaching undergraduate 
students is my primary passion,” says Schurgers. “One way to do 
that is to harness ‘learning by doing’ and hands-on education to 

supplement the mastery of theoretical concepts.”  Indeed, Schurgers 
hopes to play a role as the department rethinks its curriculum and 
how to teach various topics in the most e�ective way.  

As director of QI’s Prototyping Facility, Schurgers helped design 
the Jacobs Hall Makerspace as well as the Envision Maker Studio 
in the Structural and Materials Engineering building. Each 
summer, he is a lead instructor in computing and robotics for the 
California State Summer School for Mathematics and Science 
(COSMOS), a four-week residential summer program at UC San 
Diego that engages high school students in STEM disciplines. 
Schurgers also co-directs the UCSD Engineers for Exploration 
(E4E) program, which enables undergraduate students to work on 
real-world engineering design challenges that directly impact the 
world of exploration and conservation. He is a recent recipient of 
a Fulbright U.S. Scholars Award fo teach computer science for 
several months in the Kyrgyz Republic in 2018.
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FA C U LT Y H O N O R S

During the 2016-17 academic year, honors and awards continued 
to pour in for ECE faculty. Among the most notable:

Pamela Cosman is one of only seven recipients of a 2017 Pinnacle 
Award, created by the San Diego-based business organization 
Athena to honor “exemplary leadership” by women in science and 
technology fields. Cosman was honored with the award for 
Outstanding Educator. “One of my key goals in life is to turn more 
girls on to engineering as an exciting career, and to support 
women in the field,” said Cosman in accepting her award at the 
May gala event. “It feels wonderful to be recognized by the Athena 
Pinnacle Award for this work that I'm passionate about.” Since her 
appointment as Faculty Equity Advisor for the Jacobs School in 
2012, Cosman helped in the hiring of 13 female faculty members 
(out of 47 new hires). She also serves as co-director of UC San 
Diego’s Center for Research on Gender in Science, Technology 
Engineering, Mathematics and Medicine (STEMM). Cosman is a 
Fellow of the IEEE and a recent recipient of the 2016 UC San Diego 
A�rmative Action & Diversity Award, among other honors.

Joseph Ford and Nuno Vasconcelos were elected IEEE Fellows, 
Class of ’17. Vasconcelos was elevated for his “contributions to 
computer vision, image processing and multimedia.” Ford was 
cited for his “contributions to free-space optical imaging and 
communication technologies.”

For his “significant research accomplishments in the field of 
optical engineering”, Shaya Fainman accepted the 2017 Joseph 
Fraunhofer Award and Robert M. Burley Prize from the Optical 
Society of America (OSA). The society cited Fainman’s 
“pioneering, seminal and wide-ranging contributions to 
nanoscale engineering of linear and nonlinear optical materials 
and optical information processing systems components.” The 
ECE professor is one of 15 distinguished researchers to receive 
OSA awards at the 2017 annual meeting.

Curt Schurgers has received a Fulbright U.S. Scholar Award to 
teach in the Kyrgyz Republic in Central Asia. Over 500 academics 
are deployed in more than 125 countries for periods ranging from 
one to six months as part of the Department of State-run program. 
Schurgers will teach project-based computer science at 
International Ataturk Alatoo University in Bishkek, the Kyrgyz 
capital. (For more on Schurgers, see New Faculty section).

Bhaskar Rao received the 2016 IEEE Signal Processing Society 
(SPS) Technical Achievement Award. He was cited for his 
“fundamental contributions to array processing and 
sparsity-based signal processing.” He accepted the award at the 
2017 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and 
Signal Processing in New Orleans in March 2017. 

Two O�ce of Naval Research Young Investigator Awards honored 
early-career ECE faculty. For 2017, Boubacar Kante received the 
ONR honor and funding to support his research on the high-power 
bound state in the continuum laser (in connection with ONR’s 
Aerospace Science Research division). Previously, in 2016, the 
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The 2017 William S.C. Chang Best Doctoral Dissertation Award was bestowed on Jianzhi Wu (Ph.D. ’16) for his 
dissertation on “Analytic Modeling of Tunnel Field-E�ect-Transistors and Experimental Investigation of GaN 
High-Electron-Mobility-Transistors." His advisors were ECE professors Paul Yu, Yuan Taur and Peter Asbeck. Prior to enrolling 
at UC San Diego in 2012, Wu earned an M.S. degree from the University of Pennsylvania, and he completed a summer 
research internship at the Chinese Academy of Sciences. In the Ph.D. program, Wu worked on two major projects: emerging 
devices for ultra-low-power circuit applications; and normally-OFF GaN high electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) for 
high-voltage applications. Wu also began work on a successor to metal-oxide-semiconductor field-e�ect transistor (MOSFET) 
with Prof. Taur. “The race to succeed omnipresent MOSFETs that has shrunk transistors one-thousand-fold since they were 
introduced in the early 1970s,” explains Wu. “Low-dimensionality materials have emerged as promising candidates for nanometer-scale MOSFETs because of their 

near-atomic thickness and diameters.” Wu and Taur have developed an all-region I-V model for MOSFETs made of one-dimensional (1D) semiconductors, including techniques to extend the model 
to the nanometer regime. One of the top journals in nanotechnology has accepted their paper on 1D nanowire MOSFETs (see graphic), whose characteristics have been validated by experimental 
results from the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center.

While still a Ph.D. student in 2016, Wu was also recognized as a Golden Reviewer by the IEEE Electron Devices Society.

Young Investigator Award went to Duygu Kuzum and her project 
“From Neurons to Microcircuits of Hippocampus: A Computational 
Model Based on Experimental Findings.” Kuzum was also honored 
by the IEEE Nanotechnology Council’s Early Career Award in 
Nanotechnology. The award cited Kuzum’s “pioneering 
contributions toward the development of nanoelectronic synaptic 
devices for neuromorphic computing.” 

Eric Fullerton, who directs the Center for Memory and Recording 
Research (CMRR), received the 2017 Fulbright-Tocqueville 
Distinguished Chair Award. The honor enables Fullerton to spend 
six months at the University of Lorraine in France to collaborate on 
new and emerging nano-electronic devices. His focus will be on 
ultra-low-power, nonvolatile memory approaches that could 
underpin new computer architectures. Also participating in the 
project will be researchers from France’s Universite Paris Sud.

One ECE professor took home a Sloan Research Fellowship in 
2017. Siavash Mirarab was honored as one of the “most promising 
scientific researchers working today… [whose] achievements and 
potential place them among the next generation of scientific 
leaders in the U.S. and Canada.” The computational biologist is 
using the $60,000 award to develop better and faster algorithms 
that can reconstruct the evolutionary past. His lab will collaborate 
with biologists to apply these algorithms to genome-scale large 
datasets to shed light on questions ranging from the evolution of 
song learning in birds to parental retention of eggs in plants. 

Mohan Trivedi returned to his alma mater, the Birla Institute of 
Technology and Science (BITS) in Pilani, India, to accept the 
Maheshwari Distinguished Alumni Award. Many BITS Pilani 
graduates have gone on to graduate school in engineering at UC 
San Diego, some even in Trivedi’s Laboratory for Intelligent and 
Safe Automobiles.

A robot builder and a brain-machine interface designer are ECE’s 
most recent recipients of Hellman Fellowships. The awards 
support research by the two assistant professors: 

Michael Yip’s Hellman Fellowship (2017) is funding a 
project on “sewing thread as a transformative actuator for 
realizing muscle-powered machines.” The researcher is 
constructing a novel artificial muscle from simple sewing 
thread, and the artificial muscle will be used to design a 
muscle-powered orthotic system to help older adults with 
osteoarthritis. The project pursues algorithmic and 
physical demonstrations of using these novel sewing 
thread actuators in order to prove their unmatched 
capabilities, and change thinking about the societal 
potential for muscle-powered machines.

Vikash Gilja’s fellowship (2016) stipend supports a project 
on “engaging massive datasets for clinical neural 
engineering.” More specifically, it is enabling Gilja’s 
research into brain-machine interfaces using neural signals 
to control prosthetic devices. 

During the 2017 Ring Ceremony, 
ECE undergraduate José Ramirez 
received the IDEA Award for 
Community Leadership. Ramirez was 
President of the UC San Diego 
chapter of the Society of Hispanic 
Professional Engineers (SHPE) for the 
2016-2017 academic year, and 
previously as the chapter’s VP 

External. An active diversity advocate for STEM, he created new 
initiatives, including the first Rising Engineers Advanced 
Challenge (REACh), where students design, build and market a 
product in 24 hours. He also worked with his SHPE team to host 
400 students participating in the largest Regional Leadership 
Development Conference (RLDC) and EMPOWER high school 
conference. José capped his service with an annual report that 
highlighted our impact as a chapter. Under Ramirez’s 
leadership, the SHPE chapter was recognized as Regional 
Chapter of the Year, and the Most Professional Chapter of the 
Year. In Fall 2016, Ramirez also received the Future Leader of 
SHPE Award by the campus chapter to honor “outstanding 
leadership and commitment to SHPE.”

The Jacobs 
School of 
E n g i n e e r i n g 
hands out a 
D e p a r t m e n t 
Award for 
Excellence to 
students in each 
of the school’s six departments. In 2017, 
undergraduate Michael Unanian accepted 
the ECE award. The graduating senior 
focused on Electronic Circuits and Systems, 
and worked in the BioSensors and 
BioElectronics Lab of ECE professor Drew 
Hall. He also organized the free tutoring 
services o�ered to ECE students by members 
of the Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) honor society. This 
fall Unanian will enroll in the Ph.D. program 
at Columbia University, and his long-term 
goal is a career in industry designing circuits. 

In 2017, ECE’s Graduate Service Awards went to two alumni and current Ph.D. students: 
Hannah Grant (M.S. ’16) and Paolo Gabriel (M.S. ’15).

For three years Hannah Grant served as a UCSD Student Representative for the Center 
for Integrated Access Networks (CIAN). Her job: to expose K-12 students to the field of 
optics and photonics. Grant’s own research is in silicon-based photonics for data 
centers, advised by ECE professors George Papen and Shayan Mookherjea.  

Working under ECE professor Vikash Gilja in the Translational Neuroengineering Lab, 
award recipient Paolo Gabriel is studying how to translate neural signals into 
meaningful information for treating physical and neurological disorders. Gabriel was 
honored for his work as a volunteer at Rady Children’s Hospital-San Diego, assisting in 
a project to carry out functional brain mapping in the pediatric epilepsy monitoring unit. 
He developed new research methods to monitor epilepsy and the development of 
adolescent brains. 

Every quarter the ECE department selects a student to receive the Best Teaching Assistant (TA) Award. For the 2016-17 
academic year, the first award went to Saharnaz Baghdadchi (Fall 2016), and the second honored the service of Sonika 
Obheroi (Winter 2017). 

Saharnaz Baghdadchi (Ph.D. ’16) was honored for a long, sustained career as TA stretching back to April 2011. Among 
the many courses on her TA resume were ECE 185, ECE 108, ECE 65, ECE 164, ECE 45, and ECE 181 – plus several 
graduate courses on lasers, optics and advanced biophotonics. This fall, Baghdadchi is back on campus as a 
newly-hired Assistant Teaching Professor in the department (see her profile in New Faculty).

Sonika Obheroi was honored for her work in the winter quarter. She completed her B.S. degree at India’s Vellore 
Institute of Technology in 2016 prior to enrolling in ECE’s M.S. program in Photonics (also in 2016). In the winter 
quarter, Obheroi was TA for ECE Prof. Joseph Ford’s ECE 181 course on Physical and Fourier Optics.  

Undergraduate Service Awards honored two graduating seniors: Andrew Saad Abd-El Messih and Christopher Ellis. 

Andrew Saad (B.S. ’17) was honored for his work as an o�cer in charge of the Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) honor society. He also was a member of Tau Beta Pi, 
IEEE and the Triton Engineering Student Council. As a senior, he spearheaded the first ECE Honors Job Fair and an electrical engineering outreach 
program, while also volunteering for ECE Day, Triton Day, Triton Transfer Day and an IEEE hackathon. In addition to tutoring ECE 171A and other courses, 
Saad tutored students participating in joint IEEE-HKN technical workshops. He starts the M.S. program in Fall 2017, when he also becomes HKN’s Graduate 
Advisor. 

Christopher Ellis (B.S. ’17) was a graduating Electrical Engineering senior focused on Power Systems and Power Electronics. He was president of the UC 
San Diego chapter of IEEE and served as both VP External and VP Internal for the ECE Undergraduate Student Council. A member of Tau Beta Pi and HKN, 
Ellis was the Electrical Systems lead for the CubeSat satellite project undertaken by Students for the Exploration and Development of Space (SEDS). He 
also tutored three ECE courses (121A, 121B, and 125B). For IEEE, Ellis created a new professional development series of programs focused on how students 
can be more confident and communicate better with recruiters and during interviews. He also co-led the revival of ECE Day. Post-graduation, Ellis is now 
a power systems engineer at Lockheed Martin in Syracuse, NY.  

Eric Ho and Wanlin Cui received the 2017 
Undergraduate Research Awards. Ho did 
research on quantifying gaze behavior to 
objectively measure improvements in gaze for 
individuals with autism by using neural networks 
and computer vision. Eric completed his B.S. 
degree in 2017 and is enrolled in the M.S. 
program starting Fall 2017. Cui did research on 
machine-learning algorithm characterization for 
IoT ecosystems in the System Energy-E�ciency 
Lab of CSE professor Tajana Rosing.
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S T U D E N T O U T R E A C H E C E  D AY

Ten interdisciplinary teams from JSOE and Social 
Sciences presented prototypes of innovative 
products designed to improve the lives of senior 
citizens. The June 10 event was the culmination of 
the 2nd year-long Design Competition, and 
attendees included members from the La Costa 
Glen senior retirement community and UC San 
Diego Retirees Association.

Team Kiwi took first place for its KiWi Attention 
Companion -- an alert system created for seniors 
who want to stay active. Distractions are inevitable 
when seniors are walking. Sneaky steps, slopes, 
and uneven surfaces can catch them by surprise. To 
reduce a senior’s chances of slipping, tripping or 
falling, the KiWi uses sensors to detect hazards 
ahead on the walker’s path. The alerts can be 
delivered via audio (friendly voice), LED lights, or 
vibration (based on the senior’s preference). The 
sensors detect changes in elevation or cracks in the 
pavement. When in a crowded room, the 
vibrational motors in the handles of the KiWi can 
notify the user of an obstacle. At night, the LED 
lights can illuminate the path to follow. 

Electrical Engineering major Gulmira Mustapaeva 
was a member of Team Kiwi. She was inspired by 
her own father’s life to get involved with the ECE 
Design Competition. He had a stroke in his fifties 
and has had to use a walker in his own life. “I want 
to make my own dad feel more independent,” 
explained Mustapaeva.

For both Mustapaeva and Eric Waters of Team Shu�e, 
the second-place team, interacting with the La Costa 
Glen folks was the most rewarding part of the 
process. “I realized that seniors are an underserved 
community,” said Waters. “They needed someone to 
listen to their problems and address them.”

Waters, who was also an Electrical Engineering 
senior, and his team developed the SmartSole, an 
integrated shoe insole that monitors a walker’s gait 
in real time. Using the device, doctors can more 
easily evaluate and diagnose walking problems. 
The insole has nine embedded sensors for data 
collection, and they interface with a data collection 
unit that, in turn, connects via Bluetooth to a 
machine-learning program that depicts the 
person’s walking pattern.

ECE DAY 2017
In April the ECE department staged its third annual ECE Day. Organized by the ECE Undergraduate Student Council and UC San Diego chapters of Eta Kappa Nu (HKN) and IEEE, the 
day-long event featured opportunities to network and explore new courses and depth sequences (the subject of a poster session) while learning about potential career tracks. 

The morning panel, “Startups vs. Corporations”, gave students in the audience a primer on the pros and cons of working for a startup versus working for a corporation. With panelists 
from MaXentric, Linaro, Kneron, Qualcomm and Northrop Grumman, both sides were represented.

The discussion focused on risk vs. security. In exchange for long nights and plenty of risk, students were told, startups o�er a stake in the company and the accomplishment of a finished 
product. Startup employees may not be paid as much as their counterparts at big corporations, but they are typically more passionate about the project.

Chris Warren, a systems engineer at Northrop Grumman, made the case for engineering jobs in big companies. “Northrop Grumman 
has over 65,000 employees and annual revenue of $2.2 billion,” he told students. “It’s a big company.” Large corporations 
have the resources to build things on a scale immeasurable to anything a startup can produce, Warren observed, adding 
that there is less risk of losing benefits, resources, contracts, or even employment.

“When choosing your path,” observed UC San Diego alumnus Robert Wol� (B.S. ’15), who is now employed at 
Linaro, “you should consider two things: are you happy and are you learning?”

The ECE Alumni Panel included former students who are now employees from Hughes Network Systems, 
Illumina, Cisco and Peregrine Semiconductor. The session gave students an opportunity to ask questions of 
the alumni. Asked which classes they wished they had taken while at UC San Diego, most of the alumni talked 
about taking more programming classes. They also wanted less time between opportunities to work on 

practical applications – a gap that has more recently been bridged with the creation of 
experiential engineering courses for students in every year of the undergraduate 

curriculum.

The Hands-On Project Showcase in the lobby of Jacobs Hall gave students 
one-on-one time with students taking the experiential courses, as they 

demonstrated the devices they built and talked about their own 
experience. Demos included devices and systems built in hands-on courses 
(see Undergraduate Education). From binary clocks to autonomous vehicle 
software designs, the demos from ECE 5, ECE 16, ECE 115 and ECE 196 were a 
big hit, as was participation in two workshops which gave students an opportunity 
to build their own musical keyboards. 

In the day’s keynote talk, Rhodes Scholar, MIT alumnus and Professor Gilbert Strang recounted his 
path from math to engineering. The day ended with attendees socializing with colleagues and mingling with 

industry representatives after a long day illuminating the path ahead for ECE students as they plan for grad school or to pursue career paths in 
industry or academia. 

Now going into its third year, the annual ECE 
Design Competition serves as an important 
application of design thinking and engineering 
skills to a large population of senior citizens. 
According to Cathy Geiler, a member of the La 
Costa Glen advisory board, “Engineers make 
things work, but it takes a whole team to make 
these kinds of programs work – and that’s from 
a teacher.”

The third-place prize went to the team Project 
Purple and its Caregiver Collective system. The 
archive and networking app lets relatively new 
caregivers tap into a wealth of knowledge and 
support from experienced caregivers contributing 
to the crowdsourced site. Veteran caregivers are 
urged to lend their experiences to guide and help 
build a flexible, personal and mobile support 
group connecting caregivers of all experience 
levels to promote health for everyone. 

Attendees at the Design Competition finals in 
June voted for a Popular Choice award, which 
went to Team IndeGo. Their invention: the IndeGo 
Walker, rethinking the classic walker with 
ergonomic and safety improvements. By 
integrating engineering and human-centered 
design, the IndeGo Walker incorporates a 
comfortable new design, a GPS tracker, and a 
lighting system that makes it more comfortable 
to use.

“It’s thrilling to see our students working with 
senior citizens on real engineering design 
projects. This is part of our larger Experience 
Engineering Initiative within electrical 
engineering and the entire Jacobs School of 
Engineering,” said Truong Nguyen, professor and 
chair of the ECE department. “We are giving 
students as many hands-on engineering 
education opportunities as possible, and we are 
seeing the positive results. Our students amaze 
me every time they apply engineering and design 
principles to real-world challenges.”

For more information on the Design Competition 
Showcase and participating teams, go to 
http://jacobsschool.ucsd.edu/events/2016/design
competition/

SECOND ANNUAL DESIGN COMPETITION

TRITON RACING
ECE undergraduates have lots of opportunities at UC San Diego to get hands-on experience – whether it’s in specific courses as part of ECE’s Experience Engineering curriculum, 
or in side projects and competitions such as Formula SAE, the largest undergraduate engineering design competition in the world.

In 2016-’17, ECE co-sponsored the Triton Racing team (which is open to students from all majors), and for the first time, the UC San Diego-built racecar 
cracked the top ten finishers. Triton Racing ranked #8 among all 77 universities entered in the June 2017 annual competition in Lincoln, 

Nebraska. Competitors trailing behind UC San Diego in the Formula SAE competition included UC Berkeley, UCLA, University of 
Washington and many others.

Over 30 UC San Diego undergrads made the 3,000-mile trek. The team included eight ECE majors, who worked on 
engine-control electronics, data acquisition, and electromechanical design. “Participating on the team builds valuable skills 

and gives students hands-on experience in the face of real engineering challenges,” said Triton Racing president Alex Q. 
Tran (B.S. ’18). “With the ECE department as a major backer of the team in 2017 and 2018, we are encouraging more 
electrical engineering students to join the team as we shoot for a top-five finish next year.”

According to Triton Racing, the improved performance in 2017 benefited from a 7% shorter wheelbase, a lighter frame, 
and other enhancements. The slimmed-down was 30-plus pounds lighter than the previous year’s model, and 
ergonomic changes improved driver comfort as well as the car’s performance at twists in the track. “The TR-16s model 
is Triton Racing’s most competitive car to date,” added Tran.  

At the competition, each racecar undergoes hours of detailed technical inspection to ensure rules 
compliance and safety. In the next phase, each team presents their engineering design decisions 

in front of industry and university professionals. (The 2017 design review gave the UC San Diego 
team their best-ever grade for design.) 

Then came the racing, or as Tran put it, “the fun part!” After finishing acceleration tests and a one-mile 
autocross course, each car was put through a 14-mile-long endurance course on which teams race 

back-to-back for over 30 minutes. At this point, roughly one in every three teams leaves the race because their 
cars fail to complete the course.

Looking to the future, ECE is again co-sponsoring the Formula SAE team ahead of the 2018 competition. Its funding will allow students to purchase a variety of 
parts to help the team test and tune the racecar’s engine, develop their own control software, and generally improve the team’s performance at next year’s finals. The 
team also hopes to engage more ECE students, who could help give Triton Racing a power boost as it aims for a top-five finish in the 2018 Formula SAE finals.
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U N D E R G R A D U AT E  E D U C AT I O N

HANDS-ON AND SOFTWARE SYSTEMS COURSES
ECE continues to add hands-on courses to its undergraduate curriculum. Students now have opportunities to enroll in project-based courses at every grade level, and in some 
cases, there are multiple hands-on courses from which to choose. Here’s a quick recap of courses available. (Courses designated as NEW are o�ered for the first time in the 
2017-2018 academic year).

MAKING, BREAKING AND HACKING STUFF
The primary focus of this course is to give first-year students confidence, motivation, and insight into what is to come in the rest of their undergraduate careers through a 
series of hands-on projects. ECE 5 (http://ece5.ucsd.edu) consists of four main labs covering di�erent emphases: Communication, Analog Circuits, Digital Signal/Image 
Processing, and Embedded Systems and Control. The labs allow students to develop practical hard skills, including programming in C and MATLAB, soldering, building 
circuits, and using microcontrollers, oscilloscopes, function generators, power sources, multi-meters and 3D printers. The students also work on their ‘soft’ skills such as 
communicating, planning and teamwork to complete challenges in each of the four labs. ECE 5 students are also encouraged to be creative with open-ended projects 
leveraging Arduinos and abundant choices of tools, sensors, and actuators so that they can further explore ECE concepts outside of class.

LOGISTICS: ECE 5 is o�ered quarterly, primarily for lower-division undergraduates, and it is co-taught by Drew Hall, Truong Nguyen and John Eldon.
 

RAPID HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN
ECE 16 is a fun, hands-on course designed to prepare ECE students to address real-world challenges by learning and applying embedded systems concepts. The class is 
a prerequisite for another hands-on course on Fast Prototyping (ECE 115), so students who want to take 115 in Winter 2018 are advised to sign up for ECE 16 in Fall 2017. 

Students tackle the concept of hardware and software for interfacing with the world and, in particular, the trade-o�s between them. Anyone studying computer science 
can assume access to unlimited memory, storage or speed, but developing a device in ECE always involves trade-o�s and limited resources.  Using C to program 
microcontrollers, ECE 16 students are introduced to the Python programming language to analyze data (a pre-requisite for many internship opportunities). The course also 
introduces students to real-world sensing through the structured design and development of a controller based on electromyogram signals. In addition to Python and 
Arduino C, covered topics include serial communication, sampling, signal processing, and real-time control. Students complete three individual design-oriented lab 
projects, culminating in a final design competition in which small teams compete to design and build the best controller for a video game. 

LOGISTICS: ECE 16 will be o�ered in Fall 2017 and Winter 2018. Both will be taught by lecturer and three-time ECE alumnus Ramsin Khoshabeh (B.S., M.S., Ph.D. ’05, 07, 
’12). Lectures are scheduled for Mondays and labs for Wednesdays in SME 305. Prerequisite: ECE 15.

FAST PROTOTYPING
Students enrolled in ECE 115 work in ECE’s own Makerspace inside Jacobs Hall. The lab-based, design-focused course teaches students how to prototype a mechatronic 
solution. Students learn to identify specifications for a problem, use block diagrams to design the system, and employ rapid prototyping (3D printing, laser cutting, etc.) to 
build a prototype. They learn to use motors, touch sensors, and computer-assisted software. They do 3D modeling of parts and create their own design using CAD 
software. The teams create circuits to connect their sensors and actuators, which are then integrated into a microcontroller to run the whole system.

LOGISTICS:  ECE 115 is o�ered in the winter and spring quarters of the 2017-2018 academic year. The spring course is taught by ECE professor Michael Yip. Prerequisites: 
ECE 16 or by consent of instructor.

THE ART OF PRODUCT ENGINEERING  NEW
Previously taught as ECE 188 (Special Topics), The Art of Product Engineering (http://artofproduct.us/) is becoming a two-course sequence o�ered as permanent components 
of the ECE upper-division curriculum. The courses integrate theory with practice and provide the skills necessary to acquire a job in tomorrow’s engineering workplace. 
Students learn end-to-end software development, work with hardware and sensors, and build real products for real potential customers.

ECE 140A will focus on the Internet of Things (IoT), while ECE 140B exposes students to Systems Thinking. The first course will focus on software development fundamentals 
from an end-to-end perspective, so that students develop competency in building hardware-based systems while utilizing all the latest web-based tools and infrastructure. 
Students will also build a “smart plug” in the course lab. Built on the Raspberry Pi platform, the plug will be a sensing and communication device. 

The second course in the sequence, ECE 140B, will teach students how to apply the principles acquired in the first course to add functionality and intelligence to their smart 
plugs. Students will compete in small teams on a design project, using their smart plugs to perform intelligent sensing in the cloud and present their complete system at the 
culmination of the two-course sequence. The second course also emphasizes more advanced topics, such as security, algorithms and analytics.

These two courses are designed to explore and develop essential technical skills, strong architectural intuition, elective collaboration skills, and the practical ability to deliver 
viable customer products in the context of a real-world product development challenge. Advanced topics will include practical hardware and software engineering. Students 
will learn about engineering patterns and anti-patterns, customer and user experience (UX) design, full-stack web development in the Python programming language, and 
best practices in building a product ecosystem. 

LOGISTICS: ECE 140A is o�ered for the first time in Winter 2018, and 140B in Spring 2018. Both courses will be co-taught by ECE lecturers Rick Gessner and Ramsin Khoshabeh.

IDIOMATIC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT  NEW                      
ECE 180 features a new two-course sequence called “Idiomatic Software Development.” Designed specifically for ECE students, the course blends history, theory and 
practical, hands-on exercises aimed at improving students’ conceptual, architectural and developmental software skills. “Our ultimate goal is to help students acquire the 
fundamental software skills necessary to prepare them for job interviews and work in engineering organizations,” said lecturer Rick Gessner, who developed the course and 
teaches the inaugural series of courses.

The courses cover fundamental concepts of computer science and best practices in modern software development. Core topics include algorithms, programming paradigms, 
control constructs, and data structures. Students gain experience in evaluating and choosing algorithms to solve given problems. They also learn problem-solving methods to 
apply when developing their own algorithms to satisfy weekly design challenges.

Reinforcing and extending students’ understanding of object-oriented programming principles, course topics include the use of inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism, 
abstract data types, interfaces, and a broad coverage of design patterns and anti-patterns to build reusable components and extensible architectures.

Students complete individual projects, collaborate in small group assignments, and participate in a class-wide final project. Through in-class examples, exercises and 
assignments, students gain valuable real-world experience reading, designing, writing, testing, debugging, evaluating and discussing software like a professional developer.

LOGISTICS: ECE 180 is developed for upper-division students and taught by lecturer Rick Gessner. The software development courses launch in Winter 2018, with the second in 
the sequence scheduled for Spring 2018. Prerequisite: by consent of instructor.

LABVIEW PROGRAMMING: DESIGN AND APPLICATIONS  NEW      
ECE 188 is an interactive LabVIEW programming course designed to teach students how to design and develop LabVIEW applications. This course prepares students to 
develop, debug and test LabVIEW VIs, solve problems using LabVIEW, use data acquisition, and perform signal processing and instrument control in LabVIEW applications.  
Each class includes instruction and a series of hands-on exercises using National Instruments’ (NI) myDAQ and myRIO. Students work in teams to build an elevator from 
laser-cut and 3D-printed parts, integrate sensors and actuators, and program using state-machine architecture in LabVIEW to form a complete system. Students have the 
opportunity to take the NI Certified LabVIEW Associate Developer (CLAD) exam at the end of the class to validate their LabVIEW development skills.

LOGISTICS: This course launches in Fall 2017 and will also be o�ered in Winter 2018. Both courses will be taught by ECE lecturer Alex Phan. Prerequisite: upper-division standing.

ENGINEERING HANDS-ON GROUP PROJECT
ECE 196 (https://ucsdece.wixsite.com/ece196) is a Project-in-a-Box (PIB)-based course. PIBs are literally boxes containing all the parts and equipment that students need to 
build a hands-on project. Each PIB contains instructions suitable for students at beginner, intermediate, or advanced levels. Launched in Fall 2016, ECE 196 aims to provide 
hands-on engineering and team-building experiences to students as they build a variety of di�erent systems ranging from a binary clock to an infrared whiteboard. They build 
solar trackers to power light-emitting diodes (LEDs), and in the process, students get experience with Arduino programming, design optimization, computer-aided design 
(CAD), mechanical control and maximum-power point tracking. Another hands-on sequence engages students in laser cutting, soldering, and 3D printing of parts for a robotic 
arm, and for another, students construct a pedal to render guitar audio e�ects and learning to read schematics, construct a breadboard (on which integrated circuits are 
designed), and conduct Fourier analysis.

LOGISTICS: ECE 196 is o�ered quarterly during the academic year and open to all undergraduates. The course is taught by ECE chair Truong Nguyen.

ECE 5: 

ECE 16: 

ECE 115: 

ECE 140
AB:

ECE 180: 

ECE 188: 

ECE 196: 
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G R A D U AT E  S T U D E N T S

HENG QIAO
SIGNAL AND IMAGE PROCESSING
At the 42nd IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP 2017) in New Orleans, ECE Ph.D. student Heng Qiao was up 
against more than 1,300 accepted papers from around the world. But in the end, Qiao and his advisor Piya Pal received the Best Student Paper Award for 
their "Unified Analysis of Co-Array Interpolation for Direction-of-Arrival Estimation." The paper tackles an open problem: how to analyze the performance of 
non-uniform samplers and their co-arrays (di�erence sets) in the presence of noise and limited data. Qiao and Pal’s response was to develop a brand-new 
unified framework for analyzing the performance of any algorithm that attempts to exploit the co-array structure of non-uniform sensor arrays. They noticed 
that the geometry of certain conic sets that describe the solution space of these problems could be cleverly utilized to conduct such a unified analysis. Using 
properties of positive trigonometric polynomials (associated with conic sets) and their representation theorems, they developed universal error bounds that 
must be obeyed by any non-linear co-array extrapolation algorithm. 

The paper is part of a larger e�ort to develop sophisticated sampling and inference techniques for 
high-dimensional structured data that permit low-dimensional representations. Under Professor Pal’s 
guidance, Qiao uses tools from statistical signal processing, combinatorics and convex optimization to 
understand fundamental performance limits of non-uniform samplers and sensor arrays. He also 
develops e�cient algorithms with provable mathematical guarantees to solve di�cult, ill-posed 
inverse problems in high-resolution imaging, with applications ranging from medical imaging to 

computational photography and holography. Indeed, in their paper, Qiao and Pal demonstrated how sparse samplers and co-array-based 
signal processing can solve inverse problems in high-resolution optical imaging (such as phase retrieval and super-resolution imaging).

After completing his undergraduate degree at Tsinghua University and a Master’s at the University of Maryland, College Park, Qiao is now 
in his second year of the Ph.D. program at UC San Diego. He is happy to have the best student paper award in his pocket, along with a 
couple of high-profile summer internships at Google and Facebook (in 2015 and 2016, respectively). “At both companies,” said Qiao, “I 
applied ideas from statistical signal processing and sampling theory to real-world machine learning and statistical data mining problems 
involving petabytes of data.” 
 

ANUSHA LALITHA
DISTRIBUTED CONTROL AND LEARNING
Anusha Lalitha joined the Ph.D. program in ECE in 2013 to work on distributed control and 
learning, particularly applied to wireless networks of sensors and dynamic agents (such as 
drones and autonomous robots). “These agents extend our ability to remotely monitor and 
control the physical environment,” says Lalitha. ”So it is critical that future networks be agile, 
adaptable, reliable, as well as energy- and memory-e�cient, while maintaining low latency 
by minimizing delays in executing their tasks.”

Lalitha works in the lab of ECE professor Tara Javidi. She points to the example of a 
self-organizing team of drone routers (Facebook Aquila, for example) that supports data rates 
over a large urban area (see graphic). To do so, the drones need to learn the ebb and flow of 
data-rate demand throughout the day in order to adapt their formation accordingly. 

 
Self-organizing teams of Internet-beaming drones support data rates in large urban areas. 
Drones learn demand for data throughout the day via collaboration over wireless medium – 
and control fleet formation accordingly.

“Energy and memory constraints can severely limit drones’ sensing capabilities to only a small 
region,” Lalitha notes. “So the drones must collaborate with each other over a wireless medium 
to monitor – reliably and speedily – the global data rates in a strictly distributed manner.” 

Another challenge is to minimize the drones’ flight times (e.g., by avoiding ine�cient flight 
paths), which requires accurate and agile control of dynamic agents over a wireless medium. 

In short, she adds, to meet such challenges, 
Lalitha is investigating reliable and speedy data 
acquisition/sensing in a distributed manner, 
and designing protocols for accurate and agile 
control of dynamic agents over noisy channels.

To achieve both distributed control and 
learning, Lalitha is investigating ways to exploit 
feedback of information that each agent or 
sensor receives through interaction with the 
environment and through past observations. 
“Feedback can improve reliability and reduce 
latency through adaptivity and sequentiality,” 
says the Ph.D. student. “This means actively 
adapting the data acquisition and 
communication process, and adaptively 
controlling the number of sensing observations 
and communication rounds. Adaptivity can control the quality of sensing observations and 
information transmitted over a channel, whereas sequentiality allows for collection of more 
observations or more communication rounds to meet the desired reliability.”

In recent work to be presented* in November at the 2017 IEEE Information Theory Workshop, 
Lalitha and Javidi consider the case of agents choosing local actions to adaptively control 
their sensing process in the context of learning over networks via active hypothesis testing. 
Lalitha – who earned her undergraduate degree in 2012 from the Indian Institute of 
Technology-Gandhinagar – argues that understanding the e�ect and interplay of adaptivity 
and sequentiality is crucial. Why? “Because control over noisy channels requires more 
real-time constraints on reliability and the number of communication rounds,” responds 
Lalitha. “Occasional long delays due to sequentiality that are tolerated in traditional 
communication systems can be highly detrimental and even result in system instability. 
Furthermore, communication in service of control is a major challenge where traditional 
methods of information theory are inadequate.” 

Entering her fifth year in the Ph.D. program, Lalitha expects to graduate in 2019 after 
completing her dissertation on “Distributed Control and Learning.” “Most of my previous 
work was on distributed learning and information acquisition,” she adds. “My current work 
and most of the future work will be on distributed control.”

* Anusha Lalitha, Tara Javidi, “Learning over Networks via Active Hypothesis Testing“, Proc. IEEE 
Information Theory Workshop (ITW 2017), November 6-10, 2017. Kaohsiung, Taiwan.

BITA DARVISH ROUHANI
MACHINE LEARNING AND COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
Bita Darvish Rouhani doesn’t have to worry about where she’ll get the money to complete 
her Ph.D. She is one of only two students at UC San Diego to receive a Microsoft Research 
Ph.D. Fellowship in 2017, and the only one from the Electrical and Computer Engineering 
(ECE) department.

The fellowship covers Rouhani’s tuition and fees for the next two academic years (2017-18 and 
2018-19). She also receives a stipend for living expenses as well as a conference and travel 
allowance. While the largest to date, the Microsoft fellowship is one of many honors, including a 
scholarship from the Computing Research Association (2016), a Richard Newton Young Student 
Scholarship (2014) and a Best Thesis Award for her undergraduate thesis in electrical engineering.

The announcement of her Microsoft fellowship followed Rouhani’s first summer internship at 
Microsoft Research in 2016, when she worked in the Sensing and Energy Research Group. She 
was back in Redmond, WA, this summer, exploring a di�erent direction as a research intern in the 
company’s Computer Architecture Research Group.

“Microsoft Research is incredibly welcoming and an exciting place to explore the link between 
research and making technology for the world,” observes Rouhani. “I already feel like Microsoft 
is my professional home away from home, and having their support for my next two years of 
grad school gives me a sense of freedom that few students get to enjoy.”

Rouhani finished her M.Sc. in Electrical and Computer Engineering at Rice University in 2015, 
after completing her undergraduate work in 2013 at Iran’s Sharif University of Technology. She 
remained at Rice in Houston, TX, to start the Ph.D. program there, but decided to uproot and 
move to San Diego in January 2016 when her advisor, Rice Professor Farinaz Koushanfar, 
accepted an o�er to join the ECE department faculty and move her group to UC San Diego.  

Rouhani and other members of Koushanfar’s Adaptive Computing and Embedded Systems 
Laboratory made the switch. For Rouhani, it was an opportunity she couldn’t pass up to closely 
collaborate and interact with outstanding researchers and faculties at UCSD. 

The Ph.D. student is a�liated with the Center for Machine Integrated Computing and Security 
(MICS), and her research interests range from low-power computing and distributed 
optimization to big-data analytics and deep learning.
  
“My graduate research aims to address the challenges associated with big-data analytics using a 
combination of hardware- and software-based approaches,” explains Rouhani. “Analyzing massive 
and densely correlated data is an omnipresent trend on di�erent computing platforms, ranging 
from smartphones and Internet-of-Things devices to personal computers and cloud servers.”

Together with financial support, the Ph.D. Fellowship gives Rouhani the unique opportunity to 
collaborate with world-class researchers at Microsoft, as she is doing this summer. The 
fellowship will also help her venture into building holistic, automated computing systems for 

end-to-end deployment of practical, real-world applications, 
specifically, to build solutions and tools that are both data- 
and platform-aware.

“To be viable, there are at least two major sets of challenges 
that need to be addressed simultaneously. One set of hurdles 
is related to the resource and/or application-specific 
constraints such as real-time requirement, available energy, 
or memory bandwidth,” she says. “The other set of 
challenges arises due to the complexity of the underlying 
learning tasks. This complexity makes it necessary to go 
beyond traditional linear or polynomial analytical 
approaches if we want to achieve a certain level of accuracy.”

In short, to bridge the gap between theory and 
implementation, Rouhani wants to work on solutions that 
simultaneously take the best from both machine learning 
and computer architecture, with an eye to real-world 
applications. For example, she has developed a set of automated and reconfigurable tools and 
algorithms for big-data analytics and deep learning in resource-constrained settings. 
“Proof-of-concept implementation on CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs demonstrates 10 to 100-fold 
performance improvement compared to the best existing solutions,” says Rouhani. “My data- 
and platform-aware solutions for data-intensive computing provide a promising avenue to 
improve the performance and energy e�ciency of existing cloud-based services. They also 
unlock new capabilities and services to introduce new classes of Internet of Things devices, 
including significantly longer battery life.”

Rouhani hopes that her research will add more intellectual property to the two U.S. patents 
pending or provisionally awarded in 2016 and 2017, one related to deep learning, the other spelling 
out an “Automated Scalable Framework for Dynamic Causal Bayesian Learning on FPGA.” 

IGOR FEDOROV
MACHINE LEARNING AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
Ph.D. student Igor Fedorov is entering his 4th year and anticipating that he will finish his dissertation at the end of the 2017-2018 academic year. He 
does so with guidance from his two ECE faculty advisors, Bhaskar Rao and Truong Nguyen, as a member of their respective labs: the Digital Signal 
Processing (DSP) Lab, and the Video Processing Lab.

Fedorov’s work focuses on Bayesian techniques for sparse signal recovery and dictionary learning, but he covers a wide range of topics. They 
include: non-negative sparse signal recovery and matrix factorization; robust sparse signal recovery with applications to face recovery and 
person re-identification; multimodal dictionary learning; and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). 

Non-negative signals occur naturally in many application areas, including image, speech and text processing. Collaborating with fellow DSP Lab 
member Alican Nalci, Fedorov develops novel Bayesian algorithms for recovering non-negative signals from compressive measurements. He has 
also addressed the related problem of learning non-negative representations of data. In the process, he has contributed to both the theoretical 
understanding of existing algorithms as well as providing a simple framework for devising new approaches.

Fedorov has also collaborated with DSP Lab and ECE alumnus Ritwik Giri (Ph.D. ’16), who is now at Starkey Hearing Technologies. They 
formulated a novel Bayesian approach to sparse signal recovery in the presence of severe, non-stationary noise corruption. They applied the novel approach to the task of face recovery 
(see next page), and to another important task in surveillance and airport security: person re-identification, which involves identifying an individual from a video using a database of videos. 
Fedorov and Giri were able to apply their algorithm to the person re-ID task, and they achieved state-of-the-art results. 

Fedorov also posted state-of-the-art results in dictionary recovery, after he developed a novel Bayesian approach to multimodal dictionary learning. Multimodal dictionary learning refers 
to the task of learning joint representations of data – a critical tool for deciding how best to learn from the growing volume of data. Fedorov has shown that his approach can be applied 
to multimodal data classification (i.e., images and text), and it outperforms existing dictionary learning-based algorithms.

Holistic HW/SW/Projection co-design to provide automated platform-aware data and algorithmic 
transformation that best fit the target platform resource provisioning. 
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G R A D U AT E  S T U D E N T S

HYE IN LEE
VLSI CAD
Is it possible to continue the trajectory of Moore’s Law for value scaling in the semiconductor industry? Now in her fifth year as a Ph.D. student in ECE, Hye 
In Lee is giving it a good try.

In her research, Lee focuses on physical design automation of complex systems-on-chip in advanced foundry technology nodes (10nm, 7nm and below). 
Working with industry visitors and other collaborators from companies including Samsung, NXP, Qualcomm and IMEC, she has developed algorithms that 
provide improved power e�ciency, performance, as well as area and cost savings for advanced products in the mobile and automotive sectors. She has 
also developed key studies that help assess the product- and system-level impact of new design automation tools as well as process technology 
innovations – what is often called “pathfinding” in the industry.

Before enrolling in ECE’s Ph.D. program in 2012, Lee worked for three years on low-power design solutions for mobile devices at Samsung Electronics’ 
semiconductor division. Earlier, she completed an M.S. at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) in 2009, and received her 
undergraduate degree from Yonsei University in 2007.

Now, at UC San Diego, Lee works under her advisor, ECE professor Andrew B. Kahng, in two main areas: developing optimal algorithms or heuristics for 
improved physical layouts of VLSI designs with respect to power, 

performance and area; and creating systematic frameworks for assessment and pathfinding of novel 
VLSI CAD algorithms and tools, as well as process technologies. 

In advanced semiconductor process nodes, density scaling of digital integrated-circuit (IC) designs 
has become challenging. Multiple-patterning technologies along with complex geometric constraints 
(i.e., design rules) are needed to deal with geometric sizes that are smaller than the resolution limits 
of 193i optical lithography. In addition, design margins continue to grow to ensure manufacturing 
yield in the face of process variability, and excessive margins result in overdesign that not only 
increases design schedules but also degrades product quality metrics such as power, performance or 
area. Finally, due to the many complex interactions between IC design and manufacturing in 
advanced nodes, there is no known “best” manufacturing technology or design methodology for 
important product classes such as microprocessors or application processors – i.e., the 
“design-technology co-optimization” problem remains largely unsolved.

To address these challenges, Lee’s research falls into several thrusts. One is margin recovery for 
improved IC designs. She has worked on gate sizing since her first year in ECE, when she was part of 
a winning team at the 2013 International Symposium on Physical Design, when the Triton team left the 
Discrete Gate Sizing Contest with the most prize money. Since then, she has worked to make an 
industry-applicable gate sizer that optimizes power under multiple timing analysis corners and 
modes. The sizer was tested on an NXP mixed-signal chip.

The second thrust of Lee’s research involves physical design optimization considering advanced design rules. She proposed a novel sizing-placement co-optimization methodology that 
considers minimum implant width rules. These rules do not allow a narrow cell to be sandwiched by cells with a di�erent threshold voltage flavor (they result from the limited patterning 
resolution of implant steps when fabricating transistors). She also developed placement optimizations to consider even more complex rules (see figure) in 10nm-and-below process nodes. For 
7nm, to mitigate challenges in routing and pin accessibility, special cell architectures and layouts have regularly-placed vertical pins. Lee worked with IMEC to develop a placement optimization 
that improves routability and layout density for such special cell architectures.

Lee’s third research thrust has focused on novel evaluations of advanced IC design enablements and technology options. She has proposed a methodology that generates a set of complete 
benchmarks across di�erent process technologies, design stages, and input formats. This work gave the first “existence proof” of complete, apples-to-apples comparisons across both 
academic and industry tools, di�erent technologies, and di�erent designs.

Finally, the ECE graduate student studies Bayesian techniques for single-photon 
emission tomography (SPECT), a type of imaging system used by radiologists to 
detect cancer, for instance. The patient is injected with a radioactive tracer which 
emits photons. “Those photons are then captured by the imaging system and 
reconstructed using an appropriate signal-recovery technique,” explains Fedorov. 
“One of the drawbacks of SPECT is that, for it to work in some cases, the patients 
must be injected with large doses of radioactive substances or the imaging time must 
be longer than standard scans.” In his SPECT-related research, Fedorov is studying 
how regularization can be used to make image reconstruction more robust in 
low-photon-count scenarios.

Fedorov enrolled in UC San Diego after completing his M.S. degree in 2014 at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and before that, his B.S. at the same 
institution in 2012. Both degrees were in Electrical Engineering.

Illustration (left) of sparse signal recovery in the presence of occlusions. The faces on the left are 
heavily corrupted by a non-stationary noise source (in this case, images of animals). The faces on the 
right are the result of applying Fedorov’s algorithm to remove the corruption. 
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One of ECE’s newest academic o�erings is the Summer Research Internship Program 
(SRIP), a 10-week immersive internship that takes graduate and continuing undergraduate 
students “behind-the-scenes” of on-campus research groups. Under the supervision of a 
PI or another member of a research team, students observe and participate in a wide 
variety of research activities in applications ranging from robotic surgery to advanced 
image recognition.

A total of 85 students participated in the program, 13 female students among them. 
Participants included:

• 38 M.S. Student Participants - 31 male, 7 female
• 14 BS/M.S. Student Participants - 13 male, 1 female
• 33 Undergraduate Student Participants - 28 male, 5 female
• 27 Faculty Mentors - 21 male, 6 female
• 22 Ph.D. Mentors - 20 male, 2 female  

SRIP research is designed to appeal to students interested in many di�erent aspects of 
electrical and computer engineering, with projects that reflect the increasing role of ECE in 
everyday life.  One example is the development of a robotic endoscope led by ECE Prof. 
Michael Yip. SRIP Student Andrew Abd El-Messih joined Yip’s e�ort to create a novel 
design for colonoscopy endoscopes that prevent patient’s bodies from being inadvertently 
stretched, bruised or perforated during surgery. The resulting endoscope is a series of 
discrete propulsion modules that can be individually manipulated to allow the robot to 
visualize and better conform to the environment inside the body. The low-cost tool allows 
the robot to evenly distribute forces along the body and reduces the risk involved in 
life-saving colonoscopies.

"Participating in SRIP gave me the opportunity that led me into my first-time authorship,” 
said Abd El-Messih, “which includes both a workshop paper and a conference paper in two 
of the top robotic conferences:  International Conference on Robotics and Automation 
(ICRA) and the International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS). More 
importantly, it helped me decide to continue on as a Ph.D. student."

A second SRIP project this year involved the use of computer vision, machine-learning 
tools and eye-tracking technology to better understand eye gaze behavior in social 
settings. Gaze behavior in children with autism disorders is atypical, with many 
experiencing di�culty holding socially expected gazes, displaying joint attention to 
objects and accurately timing gaze shifts. Students Yalun Zheng and Vivian Meng worked 
with ECE Prof. Pamela Cosman to develop a machine-learning algorithm for Pupil Lab’s 
eye-tracking glasses. The algorithm improves the speed and accuracy by which data can 
be labeled and annotated and paves the way for quantification of gaze behavior in 
real-world social conversations.

Research led by ECE Prof. Yuhwa Lo on biomedical devices and systems for point-of-care 
and precision medicine provided an opportunity for SRIP student Rui Tan to receive 
in-the-lab training. Studies of single cancer cells are increasingly important for diagnosis 
and treatment in precision medicine, and Lo’s work aims to track such cells by harnessing 
microfluidics. Tan helped Lo and his team place algae and bacteria inside a microdroplet, 
which was wrapped in a single mammalian cell. They then performed cell tracking and 
metabolic analysis of this microdroplet ecosystem. Also in Lo’s microfluidics lab, Tan 
helped explore ways to lower costs and improve pain outcomes for liquid biopsies, which 
can be used to diagnose, at point-of-care, conditions such as infectious disease and 
cancer. The team developed a method for using laser-induced evaporation to detect the 
presence of amplification-free nucleic acid on chip -- in other words, seeking and confining 
DNA at high-throughput and low-cost. 

Under the guidance of ECE Prof. Nuno Vasconcelos, students Yuhan (Will) Chen, Hao Jiang 
and George Ma worked to improve a class of machine-learning algorithms known as 
Generative Adversarial Models, which can be used to determine autonomously if images 
are real or fake. The team fine-tuned DCGAN, a Convolutional Neural Network GAN model, 
by using raw coordinates and autoencoders to mitigate noise and produce better results. 
This new method reduces the conditions of “clothes” and “pose” (the clothes that the 
people in the images are wearing, as well as the poses they are in) to a more concise 
representation, allowing the use of more complex conditions in image-generation tasks.

Students in the Summer Research Internship Program are also introduced to the 
fundamentals of good research communication through a series of workshops o�ered by 
the UC San Diego Qualcomm Institute. These interactive workshops are designed to get 
students thinking about how they can convey their research to those outside their labs -- 
whether academic peers, interdisciplinary collaborators or the general public. Students 
put into practice the techniques they learn via short, spontaneous public speaking drills, 

and also receive instruction in research writing, slide design, research ethics and other 
pertinent topics. The program’s corresponding emphasis on networking sets the 
groundwork for SRIP students to become connected, engaged alumni.

"My greatest takeaway from this experience,” says Electrical Engineering undergraduate 
Hamna Khan, “is that being exposed to proper research etiquette makes me value the 
importance of communicating research to others, who are less familiar with my work."

SRIP’s enrichment components, combined with the program’s hands-on lab training, 
culminates in a day-long Summer Research Conference. Students give oral presentations 
about the research they pursued over the summer while also conveying the larger 
implications for such work for the fields of  electrical and computer engineering. Such 
training also provides a head-start for students on track to apply for National Science 
Foundation graduate fellowships.   

In 2018, the SRIP program will expand to include industry partners, who will provide 
relevant student internships for the summer quarter. 

“This program was developed to give both undergraduates and M.S. students additional 
opportunities to participate in research while they are here at UC San Diego,” says Truong 
Nguyen, professor and chair in the Electrical and Computer Engineering department at UC 
San Diego. “In turn, they benefit from expanded opportunities to participate in industry 
internships, industry positions, and future academic research. Those who aspire to M.S. or 
Ph.D programs will be more competitive in the application process and better equipped 
with the skills that other top schools are looking for."

S U M M E R  R E S E A R C H  I N T E R N S H I P  P R O G R A M
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A L U M N I  P R O F I L E S

OSMAN KIBAR
In 2016, Forbes magazine called Osman Kibar an “unknown billionaire.” In a profile of 
the ECE alumnus (Ph.D. ’99) who did his doctorate under ECE professor Sadik Esener, 
the publication noted that Samumed, “the San Diego firm he has been stealthily 
building for a decade, is the most valuable biotechnology startup on the planet.”

Indeed, based on the value placed on Samumed in a recent financing round, the 
company was valued at approximately $12 billion, with Kibar owning one-third of the 
company outright.

Kibar is not just an investor. He is also a dreamer, and as the 
company’s Chief Executive O�cer, Kibar appears to be on a lofty 
quest to reverse aging.  He is focusing Samumed on a 
pharmaceutical platform to advance regenerative medicine 
and oncology applications. Some of Samumed’s valuation 
reflects the range of potential therapies the company is 
developing, including an osteoarthritis drug that would 
grow back cartilage in the knee – potentially saving 
700,000 Americans each year from having to go through 
knee replacements. Over 27 million Americans su�er 
from osteoarthritis, so the potential market is vast. “If 
you can grow one millimeter of cartilage,” investor Finian 
Tan of Vickers Venture Partners told Forbes, “it doesn’t 
matter who can grow cartilage, [the company] would be 
larger than Apple.”

Samumed is also testing a baldness drug that the company hopes 
will outperform Rogaine, and the company’s scientists are working on 
a blindness drug to treat macular degeneration.

Created in 2008, Samumed derives its name from the Zen concept of samu, or 
meditating through everyday tasks. Kibar and co-founder John Hood, Samumed’s 
former chief scientist, set out to develop a pharmaceutical platform based on small 
molecule-based modulation of the Wnt pathway. Wnt stands for “wingless integration 
site” because when the gene is knocked out in fruit flies, they never grow wings. Wnt 
is central to a group of genes known as the Wnt pathway, a collection of signal 
transduction pathways that play a crucial role in tissue health. The company sees 
huge potential in targeting the Wnt pathway to form, replenish, repair and ultimately 
regenerate tissues in the body to improve patient health.

“If the regulation of the Wnt pathway is out of whack in a particular tissue, it almost 
always leads to disease of that tissue,” says Kibar.” So the Wnt pathway presents 
significant opportunities for the creation of regenerative therapeutics that can 
recover and restore the health of diseased tissues.”

According to the scientific literature, the Wnt pathway has been implicated in many 
diseases, notably many cancers and degenerative conditions.

“We have discovered numerous new biological processes related to the Wnt 
pathway and identified novel biological targets,” adds Kibar. “We also 
developed small-molecule drugs that modulate the Wnt activity. But our top 
priority is to translate this unique biological know-how into medical solutions 
for patients in need.”

Currently Samumed employs approximately 160 people. It has completed Phase II 
studies involving drugs to treat osteoarthritis of the knee (now recruiting patients for 
the clinical trial to evaluate the safety and e�cacy of the Samumed drug to treat 
moderate-to-severe symptomatic osteoarthritis) and androgenetic alopecia. The 
company is also recruiting patients for a Phase 1 trial to test an injectable suspension 
following an injection in subjects with degenerative disc disease. A handful of other 
conditions are in or have recently completed Phase I studies, including to treat 
tendinopathy, psoriasis and scarring of the lungs via idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 

(IPF). (At a meeting of the American Thoracic Society in May 2017, Samumed 
researchers reported the discovery of a small-molecular inhibitor of the 

Wnt pathway delivered as an inhaled aerosol for the treatment of 
IPF in preclinical studies.)

The pre-Phase 1 drug pipeline at Samumed, meanwhile, 
includes compounds to treat a number of oncology 
indications, osteoarthritis of the hip and shoulder, as well 
as a therapy for Alzheimer’s disease and another for 
rheumatoid arthritis.

The voyage from college to becoming a billionaire 
entrepreneur and CEO was not always a straight or easy 

path. Kibar grew up in Turkey and moved to California to 
enroll in Pomona College, later completing his 

undergraduate degree at Caltech. He entered the doctoral 
program at UC San Diego to focus on Optoelectronics and 

Biophotonics, part of the Electrical Engineering-Applied Physics 
program in the department. After completing his Ph.D., Kibar 

began his next odyssey – into serial entrepreneurship. 

In 2000, Kibar became the Scientific Founder of Genoptix, a startup in the field of 
oncology diagnostics that used a novel optical technology. Genoptix went public in 
2007, and would later be acquired by Novartis in 2011.

Also in 2000, Kibar and several other radio-frequency experts co-founded E-tenna 
Corp. in San Diego to build wireless antennas. It quickly became clear that the 
company’s true value would probably have to be realized via a sello� of key assets. 
Intel acquired E-tenna’s microprocessor-related business (mainly for thermal 
management of microchips), while San Diego-based Titan Corp. purchased all of the 
company’s antenna-related assets. Titan was particularly interested in using E-tenna to 
facilitate the transfer of antenna technology designed for government and military 
customers to the then-burgeoning commercial wireless market.

Though he played a significant role in the formation of the two startups, Kibar did not 
take an active role in either. Instead, he decided to learn more about financing for 
entrepreneurs, so he went to work for an investment firm in New York. After roughly 18 
months working on investments in infrastructure technologies as well as enabling 
technologies for healthcare applications, Kibar decided to take the leap: he became 
founder and CEO of Dynamic Connections, LLC, a technology incubator, in 2003, to 
develop new intellectual property, primarily specializing in healthcare and energy 
applications. 

It was out of that search of healthcare applications that Kibar hit upon the technology 
that would become the centerpiece of his multi-billion-dollar Samumed crusade to turn 
back time in his search for solutions to aging-related conditions.

ANDREA PANIGADA
Andrea Panigada got his first taste of the UC San Diego campus in early 2003. He was a 
visiting scholar for a year in the Integrated Signal Processing Group (ISPG) lab of ECE 
professor Ian Galton.  After completing his undergraduate degree at the University of 
Pavia in his native Italy, Panigada accepted a position with Studio di Microelettronica, a 
design subsidiary in Pavia of the French semiconductor company STMicroelectronics (ST). 
When he joined ST in 2000 after a summer internship there, the company had pledged 
that it would eventually allow him to spend a year in the U.S. to further his 
knowledge of analog-to-digital converter techniques.

“I had read several papers by Professor Galton and I was really 
impressed by his work and his unconventional approach to solving 
problems like mismatch and distortion,” recalls Panigada. 
“Whereas factory calibration was the common solution to those 
problems at the time, and still is to a certain extent, Prof. Galton 
was proposing self-calibration techniques which did not 
require in principle any factory trimming.”

By 2003, Panigada’s manager approached UC San Diego’s 
Galton and they developed a plan for Panigada to spend a 
year at UC San Diego as a visiting scholar. His wife gave up 
her job and they made the move to San Diego.

“We had a great time that year in San Diego, both professionally and 
socially,” he remembers. “We enjoyed the city and lifestyle and became 
friends with other students from Prof. Galton’s lab and their families. Within 
months we felt perfectly integrated into the university social environment.”

The focus of his research as a visiting scholar was a digital background calibration 
technique called harmonic distortion correction (HDC) as applied to pipelined 
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Pipelined ADCs are widely used in 
telecommunications equipment and instrumentation to convert wide-bandwidth analog 
signals into medium-to-high-resolution digital signals. 

Having promised to return to ST, by February 2004 the Panigadas were back in Italy. “My 
commitment with ST was to go back and somehow transfer the knowledge and make 
sure this experience of mine could be shared within the research team in Pavia,” explains 
Panigada.  Having previously spoken with Galton about the Ph.D. program, Panigada 
eventually applied and was accepted to UC San Diego, and one year after returning, the 
family – with one daughter born and one son on the way – made the move back to San 
Diego. It was 2005, and Panigada e�ectively re-joined the lab – Galton’s ISPG lab – 
where he had been a visiting scholar two years earlier.

Panigada was 31 when he started ECE’s Ph.D. program. He graduated four years later 
after completing his doctoral dissertation on “Harmonic Distortion Correction in Pipelined 
Analog-to-Digital Converters.” In the acknowledgments page of his thesis, the first 
person he thanked was Prof. Galton. “If I hadn’t met him,” wrote Panigada, “I  would have 

never thought of even starting a Ph.D. program. His guidance, his enthusiasm and his 
daily advice have determined the success of this project.”

Panigada completed his Ph.D. in 2009 – “right around the peak of the global recession,” 
he notes. “We considered returning to Italy, but I could not find any exciting job 
opportunity there.”

Instead, his advisor introduced Panigada to a serial entrepreneur who had read their 
papers on HDC and was considering a startup venture based on the technology 

to build the first self-calibrated ADC in the market. Within months, 
Panigada and entrepreneur Bernard Xavier had co-founded Linear 

Silicon Solution. By the end of two years, their team had built a 
working prototype.

“We had two options ahead of us,” says Panigada. “Raise 
enough money to build a real company, or sell the company 
having proved that the technology could work. In the end, 
we chose the latter option – and we sold the company to 
Microchip Technology in 2011. Today the company sells the 
ADC based on the intellectual property Prof. Galton and I 

developed during my Ph.D.”

At the time of the acquisition, Panigada agreed to continue 
with the merged company, and today he is Microchip 

Technology’s senior manager in charge of analog systems. The 
company is a leading provider of analog solutions as well as 

mixed-signal, Flash-IP and microcontroller solutions. 

Panigada looks back on his years at UC San Diego gratefully. “My entire experience in the 
ECE department was extremely useful for my career,” he observes. “The classes I took 
helped me become a better engineer, and by going back to school after working for a few 
years as a design engineer, I was better able to take full advantage of the learning 
opportunities I was o�ered: I knew what I wanted to learn and I knew what my 
weaknesses were, so I could plan my classes to fill the gaps.”

Research was the single most important component of his Ph.D. experience, muses 
Panigada. “It was an honest, open and stimulating environment where I could discuss my 
ideas with my peers and Prof. Galton,” he adds. “I learned how to look at di�cult 
problems from di�erent perspectives and how to take advantage of team discussion, 
while taking full responsibility for my own research.”

His children – now ages 13 and 11 – have lived most of their lives in the U.S., but Panigada 
proudly notes that they are perfectly fluent in Italian. “They usually spend most of the 
summer in Italy,” he explains, “They also attend an afternoon school for Italian language 
and culture that my wife opened six years ago to help students keep up with their 
grammar and writing skills.” As for college, the ECE alumnus says it’s too early to tell what 
type of college they will choose. But, he concludes, “I already see in my kids some 
inclination to science.”

(PHOTO IN FORBES BY TIM PANNELL)

ANANDA THEERTHA SURESH
It isn’t o�cial until the award ceremony scheduled for October 3, 2017, but recent ECE graduate Ananda Theertha Suresh (Ph.D. 
’16) is slated to be one of the four researchers who will accept their Paul Baran Young Scholar Awards from the Marconi Society 
at the ceremony. The awards are given to a small group of young scientists who have demonstrated “exceptional research and 
entrepreneurial capabilities and show the potential to create significant advances in telecommunications and the Internet.” 

Theertha Suresh is a former graduate student under ECE professor Alon Orlitsky in the Information Theory and Applications 
Center (ITA). Since early 2016, he has been a Research Scientist at Google in New York. While still at UC San Diego, Theertha 
did a summer software engineering internship at Google.

LELE WANG
The IEEE Information Theory Society is honoring ECE alumna Lele Wang (Ph.D. ’15) with its Thomas M. Cover Dissertation Award. It’s given 
annually to the author of an outstanding doctoral dissertation from the two years prior to the award year. Wang – who worked in the lab 
of ECE professor Young-Han Kim – completed her dissertation on “Channel Coding Techniques for Network Communication” and 
defended her thesis in December 2015. Her research ranged from information theory to coding theory and communication theory.

The dissertation award is named for Tom Cover, a leading information theorist at Stanford University, where Wang is currently a 
postdoctoral fellow. Actually, she is a "joint" postdoc, and spent her first year after graduation at Tel Aviv University, working 
under Professor Ofer Shayevitz. Last November, she moved to Palo Alto, where she is working under Professor Tsachy 
Weissman. 

Her research focuses on two important aspects of information processing: low-complexity coding techniques for compression 
and communication in a time/space e�cient manner; and the fundamental limits on information flow over networks. More 
broadly, Wang is interested in developing tools in information, coding and communication theory for emerging applications in 
practice. 

Wang completed her undergraduate work at China’s premier institution of higher learning, Tsinghua University, in 2009. As early as 
2004, she won first prize in the China National Physics Olympiad. Among other honors, Wang was awarded a Shannon Graduate 
Fellowship and a Qualcomm Innovation Fellowship, both in 2013. The previous year, at the North American School of Information Theory, she was 
honored with the IBM Excellent Poster Award.
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I N D U S T RY PA R T N E R S R E S E A R C H  C E N T E R S

The ECE department has developed deep ties to industry, not only to facilitate internships and jobs for the department’s students and graduates, but also to ensure the commercialization 
of new technology and to forge R&D relationships that are mutually beneficial to both sides. What follows is a brief case study that showcases the success of one e�ort by ECE faculty to 
engage with industry from San Diego and around the globe.

CWC AND INDUSTRY PARTNERS DEVELOP FIRST-OF-ITS-KIND POWER AMPLIFIER

INDUSTRY PARTNERS WELCOMED
TO CENTER FOR WEARABLE SENSORS
At the Center for Wearable Sensors, ECE professor Patrick Mercier is Associate Faculty Director, and the recently-created center is attracting 
a growing roster of industry supporters.  As of 2017, CWS industry partners include Cubic, Dexcom, Honda, Qualcomm, Sabic, Samsung and 
Sony.

Advanced research in CWS is informed by the needs of the center’s industry partners. The partnership in turn sets the stage for improved 
human health, economic growth and innovation in the myriad fields tied to tomorrow’s wearable sensor platforms.

In November 2016, CWS held its annual research summit, with most of the industry partners on hand. “The summit was a great opportunity 
for us to discuss and chart the future of wearable sensors with the forward-looking faculty we have as well as industry who know the field,” 
said Mercier.  
An industry-faculty panel, moderated by Mercier, focused on next-generation challenges and opportunities in wearables. The panel 
consisted of Gene Dantsker, Director of Business Development at Qualcomm Life; CWS director Joseph Wang, a professor of 
NanoEngineering; ECE alumnus Josh Windmiller (Ph.D. ’12), CTO and founder of Biolinq Inc., which develops skin-applied electrochemical 
sensors that analyze body fluids to provide actionable health information; and ECE professor Tina Ng.

When asked about the biggest challenge facing wearable devices today, the panelists chuckled. “There are plenty of wearable sensors out 
there,” said Dantsker. “The challenge is in business models. I’m still waiting for the ‘Uber’ of wearable sensors – someone to create 
something that’s totally new from things that already exist.” 

ECE professor Peter Asbeck was senior author of a paper spelling out technical details about 
a new kind of power amplifier at the IEEE MTT International Microwave Symposium (IMS 2017) 
in Honolulu, Hawaii in early June. But his co-authors were not the usual collection of graduate 
students and colleagues from other universities. Instead, Asbeck’s collaborators were six 
experts from two international companies that are members of UC San Diego’s Center for 
Wireless Communications (CWC): Mitsubishi Electric, and Nokia Bell Labs.

The university-industry partnership 
jointly developed the world’s first 
ultra-fast gallium nitride (GaN) 
envelope-tracking power amplifier. The 
power amplifier supports modulation 
bandwidths up to 80 MHz. “It is 
expected to reduce energy 
consumption and boost wireless 
communication speed and capacity,” 
observes Asbeck. “Based on what we 
know now, the technology is a highly 
promising candidate for 
next-generation wireless base stations.” 

The technology was first showcased in 
a research poster on display last May 
during CWC’s fifth annual 5G Forum, 
prior to IMS 2017 in June, where 

Mitsubishi Electric engineer Shuichi Sakata presented the team’s findings to the audience.  

To help meet the demand for increasing wireless capacity, mobile technologies are shifting to 
next-generation systems that use complex modulated signals with large peak-to-average 
power ratio (PAPR) and extra-wide modulation bandwidth. This will require power amplifiers 
to operate most of the time at backed-o� power levels that are well below their saturation 
levels, even though power amplifiers generally achieve their highest e�ciency the closer they 
get to their saturation power level.

At backed-o� levels, therefore, the result could mean significantly degraded e�ciency. That is 
already the case with today’s fastest 4G LTE signals (with a 6dB or higher peak-to-average 
power ratio). Envelope-tracking power amplifiers have been studied extensively as a means 
to enhance power-amplifier e�ciency, but so far, the supply-modulator circuit has been the 
bottleneck because it limits modulation bandwidth for advanced wireless communications 
(e.g., LTE-Advanced).

According to Sakata, Asbeck and their collaborators, the newly-developed, ultra-fast GaN 
envelope-tracking power amplifier achieves state-of-art performance. Credit for that 
performance goes, in part, to Mitsubishi Electric’s high-frequency GaN transistor technology and 
design innovation for the GaN supply-modulation circuits, which enable high-speed operation. 
Nokia Bell Labs, meanwhile, contributed its real-time digital pre-distortion (DPD) system. 

The envelope-tracking power amplifier consists of a broadband radio-frequency (RF) power 
amplifier and a single-phase buck converter, a DC-to-DC power converter to step down 
voltage (and step up current) from its input (supply) to its output (load). Both the RF power 
amplifier and the buck converter were fabricated using a GaN High Electron Mobility 
Transistor (HEMT) process. (GaN is considered an ideal choice for high-power amplifiers in 
satellite communications, radar, cellular and broadband wireless as well as defense and 
scientific applications.)

The team demonstrated e�cient operation of the power amplifier even with 80 MHz 
modulated LTE signals – four times wider than the signals typically used in other 
envelope-tracking power amplifiers. 

The resulting highly-e�cient amplification of complex signals up to 80MHz achieved a 
world-class drain e�ciency of 41.6 percent. The system yields less energy consumption at the 
base station, despite sharply higher communication speed and capacity.

Nokia Bell Labs’ real-time DPD system employs an FPGA to perform pre-distortion in a 
closed-loop fashion. The system enables pre-distortion for wideband signals to correct the 
output signal from the power amplifier. Correcting the signal resulted in an adjacent channel 
leakage ratio (ACLR) improving to below -45dBc (dBC is the power ratio of a signal to a carrier 
signal expressed in decibels) even under an 80MHz modulated LTE signal with a 6.5dB PAPR. 
To the researchers’ best knowledge, that makes it the widest modulation bandwidth yet 
reported for an e�cient and multi-band envelope-tracking power amplifier. 

*Shuichi Sakata, Sandro Lanfranco, Tapio Kolmonen, Olli Piirainen, Takanobu Fujiwara, Shintaro Shinjo, and 
Peter Asbeck, “An 80 MHz Modulation Bandwidth High E�ciency Multi-Band Envelope-Tracking Power 
Amplifier Using GaN Single-Phase Buck-Converter,”  IEEE MTT International Microwave Symposium (IMS 
2017), Honolulu, Hawaii.

A RICH ECOSYSTEM OF RESEARCH

In addition to the centers directed by ECE faculty, many department faculty are a�liated with other research centers on the UC San Diego campus. Among the centers created in 2016-2017:

• Calit2’s Qualcomm Institute  (Director Ramesh Rao)
• Center for Information Theory and Applications   (Director Alon Orlitsky)
• Center for Machine Integrated Computing and Security 
   (Co-Directors Tara Javidi, Farinaz Koushanfar)
• Center for Memory Recording Research   (Director Eric Fullerton)
• Center for Multiscale Imaging for Brain Function  (Co-Director Shaya Fainman)
• Center for Wearable Sensors  (Associate Director Patrick Mercier)

• Center for Wireless Communications   (Director Sujit Dey)
• DARPA Center for RF MEMS Reliability and Design Fundamentals
   (Director/PI Gabriel Rebeiz)
• DARPA Soldier-Centric Imaging via Computational Cameras   
   (Director/PI Joseph Ford)
• NSF Center for Integrated Access Networks (Deputy Director Shaya Fainman) 

• Center for Engineered Natural Intelligence
• Deep Decarbonization Initiative
• Institute for the Global Entrepreneur

• Center for Microbiome Innovation
• CaliBaja Center for Resilient Materials & Systems
• Contextual Robotics Institute

A third category features research centers launched prior to 2016 that count ECE faculty among their members:

• Center for Energy Research
• Center for Extreme Events Research
• Center for Networked Systems
• Center for Visual Computing
• Charles Lee Powell Structural Research Laboratories
• CHO Systems Biology Center

• Cymer Center for Control Systems and Dynamics
• Institute of Engineering in Medicine
• San Diego Supercomputer Center
• Sustainable Power and Energy Center
• Whitaker Center for Biomedical Engineering

A NEW CENTER FOR MACHINE INTEGRATED COMPUTING AND SECURITY
Launching in Fall 2017, the newest interdisciplinary research center led by ECE faculty is 
the Center for Machine Integrated Computing and Security (MICS). Co-directed by ECE 
Professors Tara Javidi and Farinaz Koushanfar, the center launched in Fall 2017 to address 
the rapidly emerging computing ecosystem sometimes called the Internet of Everything. It 
includes networked devices ranging from tiny wearable sensors, smart home appliances 
and personal autonomous robots to connected self-driving cars and smart city 
infrastructures. The challenge of this new ecosystem of constrained, unreliable and 
vulnerable components and networks is to provide a scalable, low-cost, global and secure 
practical solution.

The MICS Center’s mission is to provide end-to-end holistic design, optimization and 
assurance of the complex information measurement, processing and computing 
ecosystem in this Internet of Everything era.

Today’s domain-specific computing approaches di�er from the MICS Center’s holistic 
methodology. Depicted below in abstract form, the figure at left shows the current practice 
of data analytics experts focusing on data geometric and algorithmic optimizations largely 
oblivious to the platforms involved. In turn, design automation and computer engineers 
center their e�orts on mapping already available solutions to computing engines and 
accelerators. The figure below depicts the paradigm shift advocated by the MICS Center, 
whereby computing and resource constraints and physical security requirements are 
simultaneously integrated within data analytics – to create novel opportunities for holistic, 
end-to-end adaptive optimization, automation and security. 

A�liated faculty include ECE’s Pamela Cosman, Andrew Kahng, Siavash Mirarab, 
Truong Nguyen, Alon Orlitsky, Piya Pal, Ramesh Rao, and Nuno Vasconcelos and CSE’s 
Kamalika Chaudhuri, Ryan Kastner, and Tajana Rosing. 

Current model (left) of data analytics separated from machine and security; (right) MICS model 
integrates machine resource/constraints in data analytics. Latter leverages physical properties 
for bootstrapping trust in domain-specific computing scenarios.

Faculty work on four inter-related research thrusts.

Active multi-modal information acquisition: Extraction and fusion of information 
content across modalities, time, and space by considering the belief space geometry 
and dynamics and complementary nature of information contents.

Platform-aware and domain-specific data analytics: Standing challenges include 
constraints of platforms (resources) and scale of the massive datasets. The goal is 
simultaneous advances in: data analytics such as graph algorithms and 
data-dependent machine learning methods that are traditionally abstracted away from 
physical constraints; and hardware mapping/synthesis methods that generally do not 
alter the known data-analytic algorithms, while optimizing for physical resources.
 
Physical and domain-specific (end-user) security/privacy: Networks of edge devices in 
IoT renders the complex ecosystem vulnerable to nefarious privacy breaches and 
attacks ranging from distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) to insertion of malware in 
devices to control access, actions, and actuation sequences, and to adversarial 
machine learning.

Design automation: Automation is integral to MICS methodology, providing usability 
and scalability while ensuring the general applicability of solutions to various platforms 
and data domains.

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

ECE faculty now play leadership roles in nine research centers at UC San Diego. They include:
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